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Attached is a mark-up (in •'•/low) of the challenges I got from Mike Collins, NextE raDesign Manager, when ,went over
the question George provided about a month ago.

See the yellow highlights. There may be more, I have, a call into Mike to.see if there are more developments in area in
terms of whether or not they need a management meeting on this or can get clarification by phone.

Hopefully we can use this list in the DE and DLR revisit along with the working group meeting June 8 th.

Please note Michael's agenda for the June 8 th conference. He has a good idea to go over the essential elements of an
AMP (Aging Management Program) for the ASR problem and see what is applicability to the functionality vs. aging effect
review (sampling, parameters to be obtained, type tests, etc.) . We need to get to the details so they can be
communicated to NextEra on the OD, DLR seems to have more time on the AMR to AMP development (do they March
2012 is key). The latest draft TIA from Region I is on that appointment.

If DE and DLR are meeting separately before June 8 th, please invite me.

From: Khanna, Meena I'{lL
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All,

Here are the questions that George has put together regarding the operability assessment of the enclosure
building. We have discussed these issues with Raj and Abdul and included their thoughts in the attached as
well. We will address these questions during today's call, but wanted you all to have this to review prior to the
call.

Also, if you have the operability determination document for the containment building, could you pls. send that
to us as well.

Thanks,
Meena
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